
ROGER DAVID MCLEOD, Univ. Massachusetts Lowell. Naturoptics for Safe Recovery of Vision., DAVID MATTHEW MCLEOD¹, Naturoptics for Safe Recovery of Vision. Bastyr Univ — This shows how Hooke’s law, for electron, proton and neutron, 2D and 3D, strings, builds electromagnetic string-waves, extending, and pleasing, Schrödinger. These are composed of spirally linked, parallel, north-pole oriented, neutrino and antineutrino strings, stable by magnetic repulsions. Their Dumbo Proton is antineutrino-scissor cut, and compressed in the vicinity of a neutron star, where electrostatic marriage occurs with a neutrino-scissor cut, and compressed, electron, so a Mickey Neutron emerges. Strings predict: electron charge is $-\frac{1}{3}e$, Dumbo P is 25 % longer than Mickey N, and Hooke says relaxing springs fuel three, separate, non-eternal, inflations, after Big Bangs. Gravity is strings, longitudinally linked. Einstein says Herman Grid’s black diagonals prove human vision reads its information from algebraically-signed electromagnetic field distributions, (diffraction) patterns, easily known by ray-tracing, not requiring difficult Spatial Fourier Transformation. High-schoolers understand its application to Wave Mechanics, agreeing that positive-numbered probabilities do not enter, to possibly displease God. Detected stick-figure forms of constellations: like Phoenix, Leo, Canis Major, and especially Orion, fool some observers into false beliefs in things like UFHumanoids, or Kokopelli, Pele and Pamola!
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